
   

 
  

 
 

The Real Grinch Dr. Bill Wilks 

Revelation 12:1-6, 10-11 December 18, 2022 
 
“How the Grinch Stole Christmas” was originally a children’s book 
written by Dr. Seuss in 1957. It tells the story of the Grinch, who tries 
to ruin Christmas for the townsfolk of Whoville. 

Though the Bible calls him by a different name, the Grinch is real. He 
continues to try to ruin Christmas for whoever will let him, and he 
ultimately tried to rob us of Christmas by stopping it from happening. 

In our text, the Apostle John saw two great signs in heaven related to 
the birth of Christ and to Satan’s plot to try to stop it. 

Main Thought… 

➔ Nothing could stop God from _____________ us the world’s 
greatest gift. 

1. There was a real __________ to steal Christmas (v. 1-4). 

• We see a woman set to _____________ a child (v. 1-2). 

• We see a dragon set to ____________ the child (v. 3-4). 

Gen. 3:15; 37:9; Ex. 1:22; Mt. 2:16 

2. There is no ___________ that can stop God’s plans (v. 5-6). 

Is. 14:27; Job 42:2; 2 Cor. 1:20 

3. There is a sure __________ to victory for God’s people (v. 10-11). 

Jn. 10:10; 1 Jn. 5:4 

Final Thoughts… 

➔ Have you let Satan _________ you of the joy of Christmas? 

➔ Do you _____________ that Christmas means something more? 
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